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IN-DEPTH DE-RISKING

By Stephanie Hawthorne

Getting a better price
from your insurer
Good preparation and nimble footwork enables
small schemes to compete with the big boys
he giants of the pensions
world, deﬁned beneﬁt (DB)
schemes who measure their
assets in billions, have little
trouble in oﬄoading their liabilities
to insurers, with ten mega deals
of at least £1bn of liabilities each
completing last year. With such
choice low hanging fruit, insurers
have been accused of neglecting
small schemes who may have dodgy
data and a host of other problems.
CBC Pension Services director and
professional trustee Michael Clark
says these are “absolutely justiﬁed
concerns. The world of buy-ins and
buyouts is dominated by the ‘big is
beautiful’ mantra.”
Indeed, fewer smaller transactions
have taken place recently, according
to Lane Clark & Peacock partner
David Stewart, who says: “Based
on data to H1 2019 we have seen
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a 30% reduction in the number of
transactions below £100m over the
last ﬁve years. The position may get
worse as more and more schemes
look to do these transactions.”
PTL managing director Richard
Butcher disagrees: “I’ve not really
seen any smaller schemes struggling
to get insurer attention. I agree the
focus has been on the bigger deals,
but that’s against a background of
lots of bread and butter work and
deal making being done unobserved.”
Insurers also hotly dispute the
existence of a small schemes’
transactions desert.
VIEW FROM THE INSURERS
“There are no signs that the market
lacks the capacity or appetite for
small schemes,” says Just Group
head of DB business development
Rob Mechem. “Last year our average
de-risking transaction value was
£50m and our smallest was £1m.”
Aviva distribution director Jamie
Cole stresses: “At Aviva we serve
the whole of market and have been
a leading player with small schemes
for many years.”
“Even small schemes, say below
£10m, can get multiple quotes
if they are well-prepared and
well-advised,” adds Canada Life
managing director of annuities Ian
Watson, while Scottish Widows bulk
annuities director Emma Watkins
says: “We will typically consider
any scheme above £100m. Over
2018 and 2019 we completed 10
transactions below £200m.”
K3 Advisory managing director
Adam Davis agrees: “Above £50m
you can easily get interest from the

Penny Cogher: Schemes need to spend
time and money to iron out questions
over scheme beneﬁt design and
documentation

bulk annuity market. For example,
I recently took a £50m transaction
to market and got ﬁve of the eight
active insurers in the market to
quote. One thing the insurers
liked was the scheme has a narrow
deﬁnition of spouse. It also had low
pension increases.”
SMALL IS NOT BEAUTIFUL
Success in this ﬁeld is not easy
however. Peter Neville, a committee
member of the Association of
British Insurers but speaking in a
personal capacity, says timing is
crucial: “Some insurers with large
exposures to large schemes may
decide they want to rebalance or
diversify their risk by including some

